Smart, agile – and reliable

The ACH135 strikes an optimal balance of performance, manoeuvrability and comfort that helps passengers maximize every minute of their travel time.

Increased power and a redesigned avionic suite are two ways the ACH135 outperforms its original design goals and contributes to class-leading efficiency.
Light, quiet and elegant.

Serenity settles in at 4,000 feet. While traffic snarls below, you’ve gained time getting to your next appointment — a whole lot better for the wear.

Optimized for stylish performance
An emergency meeting, back-to-back obligations.
The ACH135’s 2 turboshaft engines have the power and speed, getting you there with time to spare.
Touch down with style, safely and discreetly, wherever your desires lead you.

The ACH135 is born to the role.
Making the travel experience far more enjoyable.
A rare sense of exclusivity

Enjoy the view
The ACH130’s large windows offer exceptional visibility. Comfortable seats offer a relaxing journey.
A natural elegance and refined atmosphere created by the best available materials.
Upholstery made of the finest leather, trimmed with precision and hand sewn with proper care and attention by highly experienced craftsmen. The ACH135 helps passengers achieve true cabin bliss through attention to detail and personalized styling.
Whether you’re a Braques or a Turner, heavy metal or harp, outfit your ACH135 to reflect your personal color and tune. More than a ride, it’s an extension of you.
Every detail is devoted to providing a uniquely personalized and completely comfortable interior.

Precious veneer inserts and polished metal give the furniture a rare sense of luxury and exclusivity.
Define your own ambiance, create your ideal atmosphere. Rely on our unique know-how acquired over the years.
Powerful and reliable

The ACH135 delivers exceptional power reserves, enhanced safety margins, best in class payload and the industry benchmark in precision and control.

—

Designed with safety in mind, the latest Helionix flight deck features advanced intuitive software, a synthetic vision system and 4-axis automatic pilot with complete envelope protection.
The ACH135 delivers sporty performance, excellent manoeuvrability and unsurpassed avionics capabilities in this class of helicopter.
Up to six passengers

Maximum endurance:
3 h 39 min

Maximum cruise speed:
137 kts
You can expect an advantage in every aspect of ownership, from its practical use to its value retention.
Important to you, essential to us

Every ACH helicopter is unique. They are as unique as each of our international customers, distinct, discriminating with superlative standards.

Owning an ACH helicopter is a great responsibility – and we feel the same responsibility towards our customers. After all, striving for helicopter perfection also includes striving for service perfection too.
1. Download the Ubleam app on your mobile
2. Scan the "bleam"
3. Discover a new world